Abstract

Mammalian mitochondria may contain up to 1,500 different proteins, and many of them have neither been confidently identified nor characterized. In this study, we demonstrated that C11orf83, which was lacking experimental characterization, is a mitochondrial inner membrane protein facing the intermembrane space. This protein is specifically associated with the bc1 complex of the electron transport chain and involved in the early stages of its assembly by stabilizing the bc1 core complex. C11orf83 displays some overlapping functions with Cbp4p, a yeast bc1 complex assembly factor. Therefore, we suggest that C11orf83, now called UQCC3, is the functional human equivalent of Cbp4p. In addition, C11orf83 depletion in HeLa cells caused abnormal cristae morphology, higher sensitivity to apoptosis, a decreased ATP level due to impaired respiration and subtle, but significant, changes in cardiolipin composition. We showed that C11orf83 binds to cardiolipin by its α-helices 2 and 3 and is involved in the stabilization of bc1 complex-containing supercomplexes, especially the III2/IV supercomplex. We also demonstrated that the OMA1 [...]
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Mammalian mitochondria may contain up to 1,500 different proteins, and many of them have neither been confidently identified nor characterized. In this study, we demonstrated that C11orf83, which was lacking experimental characterization, is a mitochondrial inner membrane protein facing the intermembrane space. This protein is specifically associated with the bc$_1$ complex of the electron transport chain and involved in the early stages of its assembly by stabilizing the bc$_1$ core complex. C11orf83 displays some overlapping functions with Cbp4p, a yeast bc$_1$ complex assembly factor. Therefore, we suggest that C11orf83, now called UQCC3, is the functional human equivalent of Cbp4p. In addition, C11orf83 depletion in HeLa cells caused abnormal cristal morphology, higher sensitivity to apoptosis, a decreased ATP level due to impaired respiration and subtle, but significant, changes in cardiolipin composition. We showed that C11orf83 binds to cardiolipin by its α-helices 2 and 3 and is involved in the stabilization of bc$_1$ complex-containing supercomplexes, especially the III$_2$/IV supercomplex. We also demonstrated that the OMA1 metalloprotease cleaves C11orf83 in response to mitochondrial depolarization, suggesting a role in the selection of cells with damaged mitochondria for their subsequent elimination by apoptosis, as previously described for OPA1.

Mitochondria are membrane-enclosed organelles composed of several compartments which perform specialized and interconnected functions such as oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), cell death, or carbohydrate and fatty acid metabolisms. OXPHOS, which provides most of the ATP used by the cell, takes place in the inner membrane (IM) and involves five complexes. Redox reactions are carried out by complex I (NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase; EC 1.6.5.3), complex II (succinate:ubiquinone oxidoreductase; EC 1.3.5.1), complex III (ubiquinol:ferricytochrome c oxidoreductase; EC 1.10.2.2), and complex IV (cytochrome c oxidoreductase; EC 1.9.3.1). Then, the ATP synthase, complex V (F$_{1}$F$_{0}$ ATPase; EC 3.6.3.14), uses the energy released by respiration for ATP generation. The assembly of the OXPHOS complexes requires additional nuclear proteins called assembly factors (1). The physiological importance of these assembly factors is proven by the number of human diseases associated with mutations in genes encoding them (1).

Complex III, also called cytochrome bc$_1$ complex, is a central component of the electron transport chain (ETC). It transfers electrons from coenzyme Q reduced either by complex I through NADH-linked substrates or by complex II through reduced flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH$_{2}$)-linked substrates to cytochrome c. The mammalian bc$_1$ complex, which forms as a stable dimer (2), is composed of 11 subunits, among which only MT-CYB is encoded by the mitochondrial genome (3, 4). Most of the work on the bc$_1$ complex assembly has been performed with Saccharomyces cerevisiae and has shown this to be a multistep process involving several subcomplexes and assembly factors (5, 6). Despite the presence of an additional subunit in the mammalian bc$_1$ complex, corresponding to the cleaved precursor of UQCRFS1, the structures of the bc$_1$ complex in yeast and mammals are similar (3, 7). Whereas 13 bc$_1$ complex assembly factors were identified in yeast, only 5 are currently characterized in mammals: BCS1L (8), TTC19 (9), UQCC1 and UQCC2 (10), and LYRM7 (11). Deleterious mutations in the BCS1L (12) and TTC19 (9) genes were reported to cause GRACILE (growth retardation, amino aciduria, cholestasis, iron overload, lactic acidosis, and early death) syndrome and neurological impairments, respectively, due to a defective bc$_1$ complex assembly.

In the IM, the dimeric bc$_1$ complex (III$_2$) can associate with complex I and/or complex IV to form supercomplexes (SC) (13). The functional role of these SC is still under debate, but recent studies have proposed that they can participate in electron transfer and substrate channeling (14), reduce oxidative damage by decreasing the generation of reactive oxygen species by complex I (15), and confer structural stability on respiratory enzymes (16, 17). Three SC-stabilizing factors were recently identified, COX7A2L in mammals (18, 19) and Rcf1p and Rcf2p in yeast (20, 21), which are orthologs of HIGD1A and HIGD2A, respectively.

In mammals, mitochondria may contain up to 1,500 different proteins (22, 23). About 900 of them have been identified and characterized, but the others lack experimental validation (24, 25). We can speculate that several assembly or stabilizing factors of...
OXPHOS complexes and SC are still unidentified. In this study, we determined that C11orf83 is a mitochondrial protein, targeted and anchored in the IM by its N-terminal region. We showed that C11orf83 can bind to the mitochondrial phospholipid cardiolipin (CL) and phosphatic acid (PA) independently of its N-terminal membrane-anchoring region. C11orf83-deficient cells displayed abnormal mitochondrial with an impaired OXPHOS due to a bc1 complex assembly deficiency at early stages and to a decrease of the amounts of SC, especially the III2/IV SC. Moreover, we showed that C11orf83 is a target of OMA1, a mitochondrial metalloprotease, upon mitochondrial depolarization. Taken together, our results demonstrate that C11orf83 is a new assembly factor of the bc1 complex and also a stabilizing factor of the III2/IV SC and thus is required for proper mitochondrial morphology and function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and antibodies. Nigericin, E-64-D, carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenyldrazone (FCCP), oligomycin A, actinomycin D, valinomycin, pepstatin A, and z-VAD-FMK were from Enzo Life Sciences (Lausen, Switzerland). Digitonin was from EMD Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). Proteinase K was provided by Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany). Saponin, n-dodecyl-b-D-maltoside (DDM), carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG), glutathione, glutathione-Sepharose beads, rotenone, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N-osteryl-thyreneplamine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 3,4-dichloroindocoumarin (DCI), 1,10-phenanthroline (O-PHE), decylubiquinol, cytochrome c, 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol sodium salts (DCPIP), succinic acid, potassium cyanide (KCN), oxaloacetic acid, 5-5′,5′-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), malonic acid, ubiquinone, lactate dehydrogenase, pyruvate kinase, phosphoenolpyruvate, and antimycin A were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Mouse polyclonal anti-C11orf83 polyclonal antibody (PAB) was from Primm srl (Milan, Italy). Mouse monoclonal anti-OPA1 antibody (612606) was from BD Biosciences (NJ). Sheep polyclonal anti-cytochrome c antibody (ab94879) was from Abcam (Cambridge, United Kingdom). Rabbit polyclonal antibodies obtained from commercial sources were anti-FIS1 (sc-98900) and anti-SIRT3 (sc-99143) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA), anti-COX4 from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA), anti-OMA1 (NB1-56970) from Novus Biological (Littleton, CO), anti-β-catenin (C2206) from Sigma-Aldrich, and anti-DIABLO (ADI-905-244) from Enzo Life Sciences (Lausen, Switzerland). Digitonin was from EMD Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and antibodies. Nigericin, E-64-D, carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenyldrazone (FCCP), oligomycin A, actinomycin D, valinomycin, pepstatin A, and z-VAD-FMK were from Enzo Life Sciences (Lausen, Switzerland). Digitonin was from EMD Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). Proteinase K was provided by Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany). Saponin, n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM), carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG), glutathione, glutathione-Sepharose beads, rotenone, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N-osteryl-thyreneplamine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 3,4-dichloroindocoumarin (DCI), 1,10-phenanthroline (O-PHE), decylubiquinol, cytochrome c, 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol sodium salts (DCPIP), succinic acid, potassium cyanide (KCN), oxaloacetic acid, 5-5′,5′-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), malonic acid, ubiquinone, lactate dehydrogenase, pyruvate kinase, phosphoenolpyruvate, and antimycin A were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Mouse polyclonal anti-C11orf83 polyclonal antibody (PAB) was from Primm srl (Milan, Italy). Mouse monoclonal anti-OPA1 antibody (612606) was from BD Biosciences (NJ). Sheep polyclonal anti-cytochrome c antibody (ab94879) was from Abcam (Cambridge, United Kingdom). Rabbit polyclonal antibodies obtained from commercial sources were anti-FIS1 (sc-98900) and anti-SIRT3 (sc-99143) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA), anti-COX4 from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA), anti-OMA1 (NB1-56970) from Novus Biological (Littleton, CO), anti-β-catenin (C2206) from Sigma-Aldrich, and anti-DIABLO (ADI-905-244) from Enzo Life Sciences (Lausen, Switzerland). Digitonin was from EMD Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany).

Cell lines, DNA transfection, and siRNA transfection. HeLa cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2–95% air in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), low glucose (Life Technologies), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies). HeLa cell lines stably downregulating C11orf83 (sh-1 and sh-2) and sh control (sh CTL) cell lines were established as described previously (27). DNA transfection was performed with X-tremeGENE transfection reagent (Roche Applied Science) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All the small interfering RNA (siRNA) transfections were performed with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cell lines, DNA transfection, and siRNA transfection. HeLa cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2–95% air in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), low glucose (Life Technologies), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies). HeLa cell lines stably downregulating C11orf83 (sh-1 and sh-2) and sh control (sh CTL) cell lines were established as described previously (27). DNA transfection was performed with X-tremeGENE transfection reagent (Roche Applied Science) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All the small interfering RNA (siRNA) transfections were performed with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Preparation of the mitochondrion-enriched fraction and Na₂CO₃ and protease K assays. HeLa cells were collected in ice-cold mitochondrial buffer (MB; 210 mM mannitol, 70 mM sucrose, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM EDTA [pH 7.5]) with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied Science). Cells were placed in a precooled glass Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer and were broken by 150 strokes using a motor-driven tightly fitting glass/Teflon Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer. Homogenates were centrifuged at 6000 × g for 10 min at 4°C. The resulting supernatant was further centrifuged at 7,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C. The obtained pellet was washed with ice-cold MB, transferred to a 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube, and centrifuged at 7,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C. This washed pellet containing mitochondria was resuspended in MB. The protein concentration of this mitochondrion-enriched fraction was determined using the Bradford method. For the separation of membrane from soluble proteins, 100 μg of proteins from the mitochondrion-enriched fraction were treated with 0.1 M sodium carbonate (pH 11) for 20 min on ice. After treatment, the suspension was centrifuged at 100,000 × g for 30 min at 4°C. The pellet (membrane fraction) was resuspended in 50 μl of SDS-PAGE loading buffer. The supernatant (soluble proteins) was collected, precipitated using trichloroacetic acid, and resuspended in 50 μl of SDS-PAGE loading buffer. An equal volume of each sample was loaded and run on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel. After transfer to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom), an immunoblotting analysis was performed. For proteinase K protection assays, 100 μg of proteins from the mitochondrion-enriched fraction was preincubated with or without 0.5% saponin for 30 min at 4°C before addition of 20 μg of proteinase K to obtain a final concentration of 0.25% saponin. In a negative-control tube, 5 mM PMSF was added at the same time as proteinase K. After 30 min of RT incubation, proteinase K digestion was stopped with 5 mM PMSF. After loading buffer addition, an equal volume of each sample was loaded and run in a 12% SDS-PAGE gel. Western blot analysis was performed following protein transfer to a PVDF membrane.

Isolation of mitochondria from the mitochondrion-enriched fraction. The mitochondrion-enriched pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of isolation buffer (10 mM Tris-morpholinepropanesulfonic acid [MOPS], 1 mM EGTA–Tris, 250 mM sucrose [pH 7.4]) and added on top of a discontinuous sucrose gradient consisting of 19 ml of 1.2 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.1% BSA in 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) over 16 ml of 1.6 M sucrose containing 55 mM Tris (pH 8.0) buffer, 0.05% DDM, 20 mM MgCl₂, 50 mM KCN, 100 mM EDTA, and 0.025% (vol/vol) Tween 20 for 2 min. The addition of 10 μg of proteinase A allowed the quantification of the rotenone-sensitive activity.

Complex II activity was determined at 600 nm using 80 μM DCPIP and 20 mM succinate in a medium containing 25 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.5), 1 mg/ml of BSA, and 300 μM KCN for 2 min. The addition of 10 μM rotenone allowed the quantification of the rotenone-sensitive activity.

Complex II activity was determined at 600 nm using 80 μM DCPIP and 20 mM succinate in a medium containing 25 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.5), 1 mg/ml of BSA, and 300 μM KCN for 2 min. The addition of 10 μM rotenone allowed the quantification of the rotenone-sensitive activity.

Cell growth measurement. For the cell growth measurement, cells were seeded in three 6-cm-diameter dishes at 5 × 10⁴ cells/dish. Cells were counted with a Neubauer chamber every day for 3 days. Until six passages after thawing, cells are considered in early passage; they are considered in late passage afterwards.

Apoptosis measurement by flow cytometry. For apoptosis measurement, cells were seeded in 6-cm-diameter dishes the day before treatment. Cells were incubated for 8 h with 16 μM actinomycin D in the presence or absence of caspase inhibitor z-VAD-FMK (100 μM). After treatment, apoptosis was detected using an alloparyocyanin (APC)-conjugated annexin V staining kit (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The flow cytometry analyses were performed on a BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Bioscience).

Cellular ATP measurement. HeLa cells were plated at 2 × 10⁴ cells/well in a 96-well plate the day prior to analysis. Cells were then incubated for 1 h in DMEM without glucose supplemented with 4 mM oligomycin or DMSO. ATP levels were determined using the ATP bioluminescence assay kit CLS II according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche Applied Science). Luminescence was monitored in a Fluostar Optima plate reader luminometer (BMG Lab Technologies, Offenburg, Germany).

Oxygen consumption measurement. Oxygen consumption was measured with the MitoXpress kit (Luxel Biosciences Ltd., Cork, Ireland) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, HeLa cells were grown in 96-well plates and incubated for 30 min with 10 μM FCCP and 20 μM rotenone or DMSO in culture medium without phenol red. After the addition of the probe, wells were sealed off with a layer of prewarmed heavy mineral oil and fluorescence was recorded for 2 h at 30°C on a FLEXTation (Molecular Devices, CA) using the time-resolved fluorescence mode.

Spectrophotometric assays for respiratory complexes. The measurement of the enzymatic activities of the individual complexes of the respiratory chain (RC) was performed by spectrophotometry (UVIKON 922 spectrophotometer; Kontron, Switzerland). Activities of complexes II, III, and IV were measured on total HeLa cell lysates. Activities of complexes I and V were measured on mitochondrion-enriched fractions. All samples were frozen and thawed three times before the assays, and assays were performed at RT. To normalize each complex activity, the citrate synthase activity of each sample was determined. A total of 20 to 60 μg of protein (determined by the Bradford method) was used to determine the activity of each complex. Citrate synthase and complex I, II, III, and IV activities were assayed according to the method of Spinazzi and colleagues (28). Complex V activity was measured as described by Kramarova and colleagues (29).

Complex I activity was measured at 340 nm using 60 μM ubiquinone as an acceptor and 100 μM NADH as a donor, in 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.5) buffer containing 3 mg/ml of BSA and 300 μM KCN for 2 min. The addition of 10 μM rotenone allowed the quantification of the rotenone-sensitive activity.

Complex II activity was determined at 600 nm using 80 μM DCPIP and 20 mM succinate in a medium containing 25 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.5), 1 mg/ml of BSA, and 300 μM KCN for 3 min. After 10 min of preincubation at 37°C, the reaction was started by 50 μM decylubiquinone. The oxidation of succinate was inhibited by 10 mM malonate.

Complex III activity was determined at 550 nm using 75 μM oxidized cytochrome c as an acceptor and 100 μM decylubiquinol as a donor in a medium containing 25 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.5), 500 μM KCN, 100 μM EDTA, and 0.025% (vol/vol) Tween 20 for 2 min. The addition of 10 μg/μl of antimycin A allowed measurement of the specific complex III activity corresponding to the antimycin A-sensitive activity.

Complex IV activity was determined at 550 nm using 50 μM reduced cytochrome c in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). The reaction was started by the addition of cell lysate (40 μg of proteins). The decrease in absorbance was observed for 3 min. KCN (300 μM) was used to check the specificity of complex IV activity.

Complex V (F₁F₂ ATPase) activity was determined by coupling the reaction to pyruvate kinase and lactate dehydrogenase. The oxidation of NADH was measured at 340 nm using 350 μM NADH in a medium containing 55 mM Tris (pH 8.0) buffer, 0.05% DDM, 20 mM MgCl₂, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM phosphoenolpyruvate, 30 μM antimycin A, 10 μM lactate dehydrogenase, and 5 U of pyruvate kinase. After incubation at 37°C for 5 min, the reaction was initiated with 2.5 mM ATP and monitored for 3 min. The F₁F₂ ATPase-specific activity was determined using 4 μM oligomycin.

The citrate synthase assay was performed at 412 nm to follow the reduction of 100 μM DTNB in the presence of 300 μM acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) in 100 mM Tris (pH 8.0) and 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton X-100 medium. The reaction was started by 500 μM oxalacetic acid and monitored for 3 min.

Western blotting on whole-cell lysates. Cells were lysed with radiolabeled immunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer for 1 h on ice and centrifuged for 10 min at 18,000 × g to remove cellular debris. Cell extract proteins (40 μg) were loaded and run on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel. After electrophoresis, proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane to be analyzed by immunoblotting using specific antibodies as indicated below. For Western blot
quantifications, band intensities obtained by ImageJ software were normalized to those obtained for sh control cells.

**BN PAGE on isolated mitochondria.** Isolated mitochondria were solubilized at 4°C during 30 min, either with 1 g of DDM/g of protein to solubilize individual complexes while preserving some interactions between complexes I, III, and IV or with 5 g of digitonin/g of protein to maintain SC. After centrifugation (5 min, 18,000 × g, and 4°C), solubilized mitochondrial proteins (40 μg) were loaded and run on a native PAGE Novex 3 to 12% bis-Tris gel (Life Technologies). For two-dimensional (2D) analysis, strips from the first-dimension blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN PAGE) were excised from the gel, incubated for 1 h at RT in 1% SDS and 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and then subjected to a 12% second-dimension denaturing gel electrophoresis (BN/SDS-PAGE). After electrophoresis, the gels were electroblotted onto PVDF membranes and probed with the desired antibodies. For Western blot quantifications, band intensities obtained by ImageJ software were normalized to those obtained for sh control cells.

**TLC.** Lipids were extracted from the mitochondrion-enriched fraction thanks to a modified form of the method of Bligh and Dyer (30), dissolved in chloroform, and resolved by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on a silica gel 60 plate (Whatman, Maidstone, United Kingdom).

For lipid migration, the plate was incubated in solvent containing chloroform, hexane, methanol, and acetic acid (50:30:10:5). After a drying step, lipid dots were colored by vapor of iodine crystals. Lipid dots were assigned, on the basis of lipid standards loaded on the plate at the same time as samples. The quantification of CL and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) spots were obtained by ImageJ software.

**Phosphate content determination.** Phosphate content of spots containing CL and PE on TLC plates was estimated by the method of Rouser and colleagues (31).

**Analysis of CL composition by MS.** CL species present in pellets of cells harvested at confluence were analyzed essentially as described previously (32). The relative abundances of the species in the sample extracts were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-mass spectrometry (MS) using an Ultimate 3000 ultra performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system in conjunction with a Q Exactive Plus hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Finngan Corporation, San Jose, CA). The MS was operated in the negative-ion heated electrospray ionization (HESI) mode.

**Recombinant GST protein expression and purification.** GST fusion proteins were expressed in BL21(DE3)pLys cells (Promega, Madison, WI). The bacteria were grown on LB medium containing 100 μg/ml of ampicillin and chloramphenicol, and the expression of fusion proteins was induced by 0.5 mM IPTG for 3 h at 30°C. The bacteria were pelleted and resuspended in 100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6), 5 mM MgCl2, 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 1% Triton X-100 with protease inhibitors. After sonication, cells debris were pelleted by centrifugation and the supernatants were incubated with glutathione-Sepharose beads. After several washing steps, GST fusion proteins were eluted with 20 mM glutathione in 100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6) and 150 mM NaCl. The homogeneity and integrity of the recombinant proteins were checked by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie staining.

**Lipid binding assay.** Membrane lipid strips containing dots of 100 nmol of several lipids (P-6002; Echelon Biosciences Inc., Salt Lake City, UT) were probed with 0.5 μg of GST fusion proteins and analyzed by immunoblotting according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Electron microscopy.** Cells were fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M NaPO4 buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 h. After three washing steps with 0.1 M NaPO4 buffer (pH 7.4), cells were dehydrated, embedded in epoxy resin, and processed for electron microscopy as previously described (33). Ultrathin sections were finally contrasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and observed with a Technai 20 electron microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

**Coimmunoprecipitation.** The mitochondrion-enriched fractions were solubilized with DDM (2 g/g of protein), and the bc1 complex and complex IV were immunoprecipitated using the bc1 complex (ab109800) and complex IV (ab109801) immunocapture kits (Abcam) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Proteins were separated by gel electrophoresis on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to a PVDF membrane, and immunoblotted with anti-UQCRFS1, anti-COX4, and anti-C11orf83 antibodies.

**Statistical analysis.** Graphing and data analysis were performed using GraphPad software (GraphPrism). All values are represented as means ± standard deviations (SDs) of values obtained in three independent experiments. Statistical significance (P value) was assessed by Student’s t test.

**Sequence analysis tools.** BLASTP search was performed to find orthologs of C11orf83 (human) in the UniProtKB database version 15.14. Multiple-sequence alignment was performed using T-COFFEE (34) with the sequences of C11orf83 orthologs (UniProtKB [www.uniprot.org] sequence identifiers: Q6UW78, Q148G8, Q8K274, and Q2KP58). Secondary-structure predictions were carried out using PSIPRED (35), and the multiple-sequence alignment was edited using Aline (36). Functional domains and three-dimensional structure similarities were searched using InterPro (37) and HHpred (38), respectively.

**RESULTS**

**C11orf83 is an integral mitochondrial inner membrane protein facing the intermembrane space (IMS).** C11orf83 is a protein of 10.1 kDa (93 amino acids [aa]) which is highly conserved in Metazoa. A similarity of 50% between human and Xenopus laevis protein sequences was determined using the sequence alignment presented in Fig. 1A and the BLOSUM64 matrix. In addition, secondary-structure prediction using PSIPRED (35) indicated the presence of conserved secondary structures (Fig. 1A). However, no obvious functional domain was found (InterPro), and no similarity to any protein with a resolved three-dimensional structure could be retrieved by HHpred. Bioinformatic analysis, as well as a large-scale experimental study, originally predicted that C11orf83 was a secreted protein due to the presence of a potential signal peptide of 23 aa in length (Fig. 1A) (39, 40). However, C11orf83 was recently identified among the membrane proteins in a proteomic study of crude mitochondrial extracts from HeLa S3 cells (41). Therefore, we decided to analyze the localization of C11orf83 in HeLa cells by confocal microscopy and subcellular fractionation. As shown in Fig. 1B, C11orf83 colocalized with COX4, a mitochondrial protein. After Na2CO3 treatment of the mitochondrion-enriched fraction, membrane proteins, like TOMM20, were found in the pellet and soluble proteins, like DIABLO, were retained in the supernatant. C11orf83 was found in the membrane protein pellet (Fig. 1C), suggesting that it is a mitochondrial integral membrane protein, in agreement with the results of the proteomic study (41).

To determine C11orf83 membrane topology, we performed a proteasome K protection assay. Mitochondrion-enriched fractions from HeLa cells were treated with proteasome K in the presence or absence of saponin, which is used to permeabilize the mitochondrial outer membrane (OM). In contrast to the IM protein TIMM44, which is oriented toward the mitochondrial matrix, C11orf83 was digested by proteasome K in the presence of saponin, as was the case for DIABLO, a soluble protein from the IMS, and OPA1, a mitochondrial IM protein facing the IMS (Fig. 1D, lane 5). Taken together, these data indicate that C11orf83 is a mitochondrial IM protein facing the IMS. We performed the same assay using HeLa cells overexpressing the C-terminally V5-tagged form of C11orf83 (C11orf83-V5) and observed similar localization and membrane topology (see Fig. S1A to C in the supplemental material).
FIG 1 Subcellular localization of C11orf83 and identification of the membrane-anchoring sequence. (A) Sequence alignment of human C11orf83 with its orthologs. UniProtKB accession numbers of sequences are Q6UW78 (human), Q148G8 (bovine), Q8K2T4 (mouse), and Q2KP58 (Xenopus laevis). Predicted α-helices (cylinders) and β-strand (arrow) are displayed above the alignment. The conserved RK motif is highlighted by a red box. (B) Immunofluorescence analysis of C11orf83 localization in HeLa cells by confocal microscopy. Endogenous C11orf83 (anti-C11orf83 PAb [green]) was colocalized with COX4 (anti-COX4 PAb [red]). A merged color image is shown. (Scale bars: 10 μm in the large image and 2 μm in the small images.) (C) The mitochondrion-enriched fraction from HeLa cells was subjected to Na2CO3 extraction and analyzed by immunoblotting. C11orf83 and TOMM20 were retained in the insoluble membrane pellet (P), whereas the soluble protein DIABLO was released into the supernatant (S). I, input. (D) Mitochondrion-enriched fractions from HeLa cells were digested by proteinase K in the absence (lane 2) or presence (lane 5) of saponin and analyzed by immunoblotting. Control samples were analyzed in lanes 1, 3, 4, and 6. C11orf83 was only digested by proteinase K in the presence of saponin (lane 5), indicating that C11orf83 is in the IM and faces the IMS. M, matrix. (E) The NH2-terminal part of C11orf83 (23 aa) was fused to GFP for expression in HeLa cells (WT-N23-GFP). Introduced mutations are shown in red in the corresponding sequences. (F) Immunofluorescence analysis of WT-N23-GFP localization in HeLa cells by confocal microscopy. WT-N23-GFP (labeled with anti-GFP) and COX4 were retained in the insoluble membrane pellet (P). The minor band detected by the anti-GFP antibody may reflect protein degradation. (H) Immunofluorescence analysis of HeLa cells transfected with WT-N23-GFP or its mutated forms by confocal microscopy. The WT-N23-GFP fusion protein was colocalized with COX4 (anti-COX4 PAb [red]), whereas R5AK6A– and R5DK6D–N23-GFP fusion proteins were mislocalized in the cytosol. Merged color images are shown. (Scale bars: 10 μm in the large images and 2 μm in the small images, which are enlargements of the dashed boxes.)
Therefore, we hypothesized that the hydrophobic N-terminal part of C11orf83, predicted to be a secretory signal peptide (39, 40), would instead serve as a mitochondrial targeting signal and a membrane-anchoring region. To test this hypothesis, we expressed a modified form of GFP with this peptide fused at its N-terminus (WT-N23-GFP) in HeLa cells. By confocal microscopy, we observed a clear colocalization of the mitochondrial COX4 signal with the WT-N23-GFP signal (Fig. 1E and F). The mitochondrial-enriched fraction from HeLa cells expressing WT-N23-GFP was then subjected to Na2CO3 treatment. WT-N23-GFP was found in the pellet corresponding to the membrane protein fraction (Fig. 1G). These data suggest that this N-terminal sequence is sufficient to target and anchor C11orf83 to the mitochondrial IM. We identified a conserved RK motif in this N-terminal region (Fig. 1A, red box). We replaced these 2 residues either with alanine or with aspartic acid (Fig. 1E) and analyzed the localization of these mutated N23-GFP forms in HeLa cells. Mutations in the RK motif abrogated N23-GFP targeting to the mitochondria and induced a cytoplasmic localization (Fig. 1H). We observed similar results with RK-mutated C11orf83-V5 (see Fig. SA1D and E in the supplemental material), which confirmed the key role of these two conserved and positively charged amino acids for the correct mitochondrial localization of C11orf83.

C11orf83 downregulation impairs mitochondrial functions. To investigate the biological function of C11orf83 at the cellular level, we engineered HeLa cell lines by stably downregulating C11orf83 using shRNA technology. Two cell lines, called sh-1 and sh-2, were chosen due to their absence of detectable C11orf83 protein expression (Fig. 2A). We observed that C11orf83 downregulation was more stable in sh-2 cells than in sh-1 cells (data not shown). On freshly thawed cell lines (less than six passages), we observed similar growth curves for cells downregulating C11orf83 and controls (Fig. 2B). However, we noticed that after six passages, C11orf83-deficient cells showed a significantly reduced cell growth.
growth compared to that of controls (see Fig. SA2 in the supplemental material). These data suggest that the C11orf83 loss has a potential impact on resistance to in vitro cellular aging.

Since C11orf83 was shown to be mitochondrial and several studies proposed a connection between aging and mitochondria dysfunctions (42–46), a deeper analysis of the impact of C11orf83 depletion on mitochondrial physiology was performed. To comply with the instructions of the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (47), which recommend the use of cell lines within five passages to ensure reliable and reproducible results, all the following experiments were performed with freshly thawed cells. As mitochondria play a key role in apoptosis and ATP production, we first monitored the sensitivities of these cell lines to actinomycin D-induced apoptosis, as well as their ATP levels. Upon actinomycin D treatment, we observed a significant increase in annexin V-positive cells among C11orf83-deficient cells by flow cytometry analysis (Fig. 2C). The assay specificity was confirmed by the inhibition of annexin V staining in the presence of z-VAD-FMK, a pan-caspase inhibitor. These results showed that the knockdown of C11orf83 induced a higher sensitivity to this apoptotic stimulus. Next, we measured the ATP level of each cell line using a luciferase reporter assay. The C11orf83-deficient cell lines sh-1 and sh-2 showed 40% and 30% reductions in ATP levels compared to controls, respectively (Fig. 2D). Since the cellular ATP is provided by mitochondria via the ETC, we wondered if the observed decrease in cellular ATP could be due to an impaired respiration. Using a cell-based assay, we showed that the loss of C11orf83 did not affect the amount of mitochondria solubilized by DDM. Under this condition, complexes II and V were extracted as individual complexes (visualized with antibodies against SDHB for complex II and ATP5B for complex V) (Fig. 3B). Complexes I and IV and the bc1 complex dimer were also extracted as individual complexes and additionally found as III2 ⁄ IV, I ⁄ III2, and I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV SC (visualized against NDUF6b for complex I, UQCR1C for bc1 complex, and COX4 for complex IV) (Fig. 3C). C11orf83 depletion caused no apparent change in the detectable amounts of complexes I, II, III, IV, and V and of the I ⁄ III2 SC (Fig. 3B and C). In contrast, we observed a significant reduction in the amounts of the I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV and III2 ⁄ IV SC, with a more pronounced effect for the III2 ⁄ IV SC (Fig. 3C, D, and E).

C11orf83 interacts with the bc1 complex and is involved in the early stages of bc1 assembly. To determine the cause of the reduced amounts of the I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV and III2 ⁄ IV SC, we solubilized mitochondria using digitonin, which better preserves SC integrity than DDM, and performed two-dimensional (2D) BN ⁄ SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting. When this protocol was applied to control cells, complex I (visualized with antibody against NDUFV2) was found uniquely in the I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV SC, whereas complexes IV and III2 (visualized with antibodies against COX4 and UQCR1C, respectively) were found both as individual complexes and in the I ⁄ III2 and I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV SC, as expected from the literature (16, 48) (Fig. 4A). In mitochondria from sh-2 cells solubilized with digitonin, UQCR1C was predominantly found in the I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV SC, and we observed a significant reduction in the amounts of complex III2 and the III2 ⁄ IV SC (Fig. 4A, arrows, and B and C). This observation suggests that complex I sequesters the limited amount of assembled complex III2 and the III2 ⁄ IV SC available in sh-2 cells, similarly to what was reported for other assembly defects of the bc1 complex (18) or complex IV (17). The fact that we could observe free bc1 complex as well as the III2 ⁄ IV SC in DDM-solubilized mitochondria from C11orf83-depleted cells (Fig. 3C) was probably due to the dissociation of the I ⁄ III2 ⁄ IV SC under these extraction conditions. Taken together, our data indicate that the loss of C11orf83 induces a deficiency in bc1 complex assembly.

To further analyze this bc1 complex assembly deficit in C11orf83-depleted cells, we immunoblotted two other bc1 complex subunits: UQCRB and CYC1 (Fig. 4A). These subunits were chosen according to the literature which describes bc1 complex assembly in yeast. In the current model, the Qcr7p ⁄ Qcr8p ⁄ Cytbp subcomplex, called the bc1 core complex, interacts sequentially with two other preformed subcomplexes, Cyt1p ⁄ Qcr6p ⁄ Qcr1p and Cyt1p ⁄ Qcr2p, to form intermediate complexes. The late stages of bc1 complex assembly correspond to the incorporation of Rip1p and Qcr10p and the dimerization of the full complex (5, 6). Therefore, by selecting UQCR1C (human ortholog of Cor1p), UQCRB (human ortholog of Qcr7p), and CYC1 (human ortholog of Cyt1p), we can study the three potential subcomplexes involved in the early stages of bc1 complex assembly. Using antibodies against UQCRB and CYC1, we observed a clear decrease in the bc1 complex and the III2 ⁄ IV SC in C11orf83-depleted cells, which is in agreement with the results obtained with the anti-UQCR1C antibody (Fig. 4A). At lower molecular weights, we noticed an additional accumulation of complex intermediates containing CYC1 but not UQCR1C or UQCRB, presumably equivalent to the Cyt1p ⁄ Qcr6p ⁄ Qcr9p subcomplexes (Fig. 4A, arrow, and D). Importantly, overexpression of a C11orf83-V5 form (translated from

### Table 1: Enzymatic activities of mitochondrial RC complexes in WT, sh control, and C11orf83-deficient cells (sh-1 and sh-2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Enzymatic activity in indicated cell type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HeLa WT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>26.4 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>7.8 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>94.0 ± 13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>100.1 ± 13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>25.8 ± 6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are normalized to citrate synthase activities and reported as means ± SDs (n = 3). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01 (compared to sh CTL values).
an mRNA which is not targeted by the shRNA) in sh-2 cells clearly decreased the accumulation of CYC1-containing complex intermediates (Fig. 4E and F). This result confirms that C11orf83 is an assembly factor involved in the early stages of $bc_1$ complex assembly.

We next studied the effect of C11orf83 deletion on the steady-state levels of several $bc_1$ complex subunits by performing immunoblotting on whole-cell lysates under denaturing conditions. We observed a pronounced reduction in the UQCRB (human ortholog of Qcr7p) (Fig. 5A and B) level and a slight reduction in the UQCRQ (human ortholog of Qcr8p) (Fig. 5A and C) level in C11orf83-depleted cells, suggesting a reduction in the amount of the $bc_1$ core complex. The protein levels of all other analyzed

**FIG 3** C11orf83 depletion induces defects in the respiratory SC. (A) Western blot analysis of the steady-state levels of representative subunits of RC complexes (NDUFV2 for complex I [CI], SDHB for complex II [CII], UQCRCl for the $bc_1$ complex [CIII], COX4 for complex IV [CIV], and ATP5B for complex V [CV]) in HeLa WT, sh-1, sh-2, and sh CTL cells. β-Catenin was used as a loading control. (B to E) Analysis of the assembly of RC complexes and SC. (B and C) DDM-solubilized isolated mitochondria from HeLa WT, sh-1, sh-2, and sh CTL cells were analyzed by BN PAGE and immunoblotted using antibodies against RC complexes. Differences between cell lines are shown by arrows. (D) Quantification of the I/III2/IV SC using antibody against NDUFB6 (mean ± SD [n = 3]). (E) Quantification of the III2/IV SC using antibody against UQCRCl (mean ± SD [n = 3]). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ns, not significant.
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FIG 4 C11orf83 is involved in bc1 complex assembly. (A to D) Digitonin-solubilized isolated mitochondria from sh CTL and sh-2 cells were analyzed by 2D BN/SDS-PAGE. (A) The bc1 complex was detected with antibodies against UQCR1, UQCRB, and CYC1. Antibodies against NDUFV2, SDHB, and COX4 were used to detect complexes I, II, and IV, respectively. SDHB was used as a loading control since complex II assembly was shown to be unaffected by C11orf83 depletion and C11orf83 as a control for downregulation (Fig. 3B). Quantification of complex III2 (B) and the III2/IV SC (C) was performed using antibody against UQRC1. Quantification of CYC1-containing complex intermediates at low molecular weights was performed using antibody against CYC1 (D). Values are means ± SDs (n = 3). (E) Digitonin-solubilized isolated mitochondria from sh CTL cells, sh-2 cells, and sh-2 cells transfected with C11orf83-V5 were analyzed by 2D BN/SDS-PAGE. The bc1 complex was detected with antibodies against UQCR1 and CYC1. The presence of endogenous C11orf83 or its V5-tagged form was detected using an antibody against C11orf83. (F) Quantification of the CYC1-containing complex intermediates at low molecular weights using antibody against CYC1 (mean ± SD [n = 3]). *, P < 0.05.
C11orf83 is a CL-binding protein involved in cristae maintenance. Phospholipids, in particular CL, the mitochondrion-specific phospholipid, are essential for the stabilization and function of the bc1 complex (49) as well as for the stabilization of the IIIIV2SC in yeast (50) and the IIIIV and IIIIVIVSC in mammalian cells (51, 52). As we have observed a bc1 complex deficiency with an impaired formation of the IIIIVIVSC in C11orf83-deficient cells, we hypothesized that C11orf83 could either be involved in phospholipid metabolism or interact with mitochondrial phospholipids. Therefore, we studied the lipid composition of mitochondrion-enriched fractions from either sh-2 or control cells by TLC. Mitochondrial fractions from both cell lines displayed similar levels of CL, phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidyl-inositol (PI), and phosphatidylcholine (PC). They had equivalent CL-to-PE ratios, both when measuring TLC spot intensity (sh CTL, 0.71 ± 0.11; sh-2, 0.67 ± 0.13) and when measuring phospho-

These subunits were not modified compared to controls (Fig. 3A and 5A). Therefore, C11orf83 seems to be specifically involved in the stabilization of the bc1 complex at the early stage of bc1 complex assembly. The accumulation of the CYC1-containing complex intermediates observed in the absence of C11orf83 (Fig. 4A) could be due to limiting amounts of the bc1 core complex.

As we showed that C11orf83 is involved in bc1 complex assembly, we wanted to check whether it interacts with this complex. A first indication came from the 2D BN/SDS-PAGE, in which C11orf83 was detected in bands migrating at the same molecular weights as complexes IV and III2 and the III2/IV SC (Fig. 4A). These observations indicate that C11orf83 could interact with bc1 complex and with complex IV. To test this hypothesis, we conducted coimmunoprecipitation experiments. The bc1 complex and complex IV were successfully immunoprecipitated from HeLa wild-type (WT) mitochondrion-enriched fractions solubilized using DDM, as shown by Western blot analysis using antibodies against UQCRFS1 and COX4, respectively (Fig. 5D). C11orf83 was specifically copurified with the bc1 complex, which indicates that C11orf83 interacts with this complex. Under these conditions, we did not detect any interaction between C11orf83 and complex IV (Fig. 5D).

To analyze the potential binding of C11orf83 to mitochondrial phospholipids, we monitored the direct interaction of recombinant GST-C11orf83 protein on phospholipid blots (53). While recombinant GST did not produce any signal in this assay, GST-C11orf83 specifically bound to CL, PA, and sulfatide (Fig. 7A). C11orf83 binding to sulfatide, a sphingolipid, is most probably not physiologically relevant, as this lipid is not known to be present in mitochondria but is found in the plasma membrane in most eukaryotic cells (54). In contrast, C11orf83 may physiologically interact with CL and/or with PA, which is synthesized in the mitochondrial OM and transferred in the IM to be converted to CL

The blots were probed with antibodies against CL, PA, sulfatide, and recombinant GST-C11orf83, and C11orf83 (full length) (Fig. 7C). Taken together, our experiments showed that the combination of helix 2 and helix 3 (aa 23 to 80) is necessary and sufficient for CL binding (Fig. 7B) and could play a role in the CL binding of the bc1 complex and/or in IIIIVIVSC stabilization.

Recently, Cogliati and colleagues showed that cristae morphology is linked to the assembly and stability of respiratory SC.
FIG 6 C11orf83 loss induces changes in fatty acid CL composition (A) TLC analysis of the lipid compositions of mitochondrion-enriched fractions from sh-2 or sh CTL cells. (B) Representative CL mass spectra from sh CTL and sh-2 cells. The different CL clusters are indicated using CXX (where the number “XX” designates the amount of carbon atoms in the fatty acid side chains). m/z 619.4 and m/z 665.4 are the CL and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) internal standards, respectively. (C) Quantification of CL species in sh-2 and sh CTL cells (mean ± SD [n = 4]). CL species are represented as CL(XX:Y), where XX designates the total amount of carbon atoms and Y corresponds to the total number of double bonds in the fatty acid side chains. There is a subtle but significant increase in the abundance of the C64, C66, and C68 clusters. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01.
Since we observed defects in $b_{11}$ complex-containing SC in the absence of C11orf83, we suspected modifications in the IM morphology. Using electron microscopy, we confirmed a disorganization of the IM ultrastructure and cristae architecture in C11orf83-depleted cells compared to control cells (Fig. 8A). This observation is strikingly similar to what was reported with cells depleted for OPA1, a GTPase with the same localization and topology as C11orf83 (61–63). In addition, C11orf83-deficient cells present several features which are similar to those observed in OPA1-downregulating cells, including impaired respiration, decreased ETC enzymatic activities, and high apoptosis sensitivity (62, 63) (Fig. 2C and E; Table 1). Because OPA1 was shown to be involved in high-molecular-weight complexes (60), we analyzed whether C11orf83 depletion induced changes in mitochondrial OPA1-containing complexes. Figure 8B shows the migration pattern of OPA1 in C11orf83-depleted cells compared to sh control cells in 2D BN/SDS-PAGE. Whereas OPA1 was found in complexes of the expected size of around 480 and 720 kDa in control cells (60), OPA1 was aberrantly localized in complexes of various molecular masses in C11orf83-depleted cells. As OPA1 is located in the crista junction and forms a molecular bridge between the adjacent membranes of the cristae (64), the formation of aberrant complexes containing OPA1 may be due to the disorganization of the IM ultrastructure observed in C11orf83-deficient cells (Fig. 8B).

C11orf83 is cleaved by OMA1 upon mitochondrial stress, like OPA1. OPA1 is known to undergo proteolytic processing by several proteases, either constitutively or upon mitochondrial depolarization (65–68). For example, under stress conditions induced by CCCP, OPA1 is cleaved and inactivated by the zinc metalloprotease OMA1 (67, 68), which consequently promotes mitochondrial fragmentation. It was reported that C11orf83 was degraded upon exposure to CCCP in parkin-overexpressing cells (69). Therefore, we compared the proteolytic processing of C11orf83 and OPA1 in HeLa cells that do not overexpress parkin under different stress conditions that induce mitochondrial membrane potential ($\Delta\Psi$) loss, ATP loss, reactive oxygen species production, or transmembrane pH gradient ($\Delta\text{pH}$) loss. We showed, by Western blot analysis, that both C11orf83-V5 and OPA1 are specifically degraded upon stresses that induce $\Delta\Psi$ loss (CCCP, valinomycin, and FCCP) (Fig. 9A). We performed a protease inhibitor screening to identify the enzyme(s) responsible for C11orf83 degradation. C11orf83-V5 degradation was impaired by O-PHE, an inhibitor of metalloproteases, and to a lesser extent by DCI, an inhibitor of serine proteases (Fig. 9B). Since OMA1 is known to cleave OPA1 upon CCCP-induced stress, we downregulated OMA1 expression using siRNA and analyzed the proteolysis of C11orf83-V5 in the presence or absence of CCCP. In the absence of CCCP, the OMA1 siRNA did not modify the C11orf83-V5 protein level. However, upon CCCP stress, we observed that OMA1 downregulation was correlated with a reduction in C11orf83-V5 degradation (Fig. 9C). The residual C11orf83-V5 proteolysis might be due to residual OMA1 protein (around 20%) unaffected by the siRNA treatment or to DCI-sensitive serine proteases as hinted by the protease inhibitor screening assay. The same experiment performed on endogenous C11orf83 instead of overexpressed C11orf83-V5 confirmed that C11orf83 is a target of OMA1 upon mitochondrial depolarization (see Fig. SA3 in the supplemental mate-
In contrast to data reported by Head and colleagues, we were not able to recover the long OPA1 isoforms with siRNA against OMA1 (67). This observation can be explained by the incomplete OMA1 downregulation and/or by the absence of L-OPA1 overexpression in our experiment. Altogether, these data confirm that C11orf83, like OPA1, plays a key role in cristae structure maintenance by allowing proper assembly of the bc1 complex and SC stabilization and that it may be regulated by OMA1 activity.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have identified C11orf83, a previously uncharacterized human protein, as an integral mitochondrial IM protein facing the IMS. We have established that the N-terminal part (aa 1 to 23) of this protein is responsible for its targeting and anchoring and that the basic residues at positions 5 and 6 are especially important. We have demonstrated that C11orf83 depletion in HeLa cells induced a decrease in ATP level due to impaired respiration. Although the enzymatic activities of the five RC complexes were found to be affected by this depletion, C11orf83 was shown to be specifically required for the early stages of bc1 complex assembly, probably by stabilizing the bc1 core complex. We observed that C11orf83 loss also induced a clear decrease in the abundance of the III2/IV and I/III2/IV SC and a disorganization of the mitochondrial ultrastructure. These two observations are probably linked, since cristae morphology maintenance and SC formation have been shown to be connected (60). These mitochondrial ultrastructure defects may also explain the reduced enzymatic activities of all the ETC complexes, as reported for OPA1-depleted cells (63). A recent study highlighted that OPA1 oligomerization was required both to modulate cristal ultrastructure and to regulate complex V assembly by stabilizing the expression of the F0 subunit MT-ATP6 (70). In C11orf83-deficient cells, OPA1-containing complexes were disturbed and complex V activity was decreased. Therefore, we can speculate that the lower complex V activity observed in the absence of C11orf83 may be due to a deficiency of the F0 subunit of complex V. In addition, we demonstrated that C11orf83 depletion led to a higher sensitivity to actinomycin D-induced apoptosis. Since the remodelling of the cristae seems to be a prerequisite to apoptosis (71), we suspect that this may also be a consequence of the IM destabilization. Finally, since cristae alterations and reduced RC activity were reported to occur in aged cells (42–46, 72), we suspect that mitochondrial dysfunctions observed in C11orf83-depleted cells could explain their growth deficit after several passages.

We have shown that the OMA1 metalloprotease mediates the cleavage of C11orf83 in response to mitochondrial depolarization. Given our results for C11orf83-depleted cells, we can hypothesize...
that the specific proteolysis of C11orf83 by OMA1 in cells with depolarized mitochondria may destabilize the respiratory SC, inducing crista disorganization and increasing their sensitivity to apoptosis. To our knowledge, there is no other example of an assembly factor or a respiratory complex subunit which would be a target of OMA1 proteolysis upon stress. In contrast, it is well known that OPA1 is cleaved by OMA1 upon mitochondrial depolarization, like C11orf83, and that this induces mitochondrial fission and crista disorganization, resulting in enhanced apoptosis sensitivity (67, 68, 73).

During our study, we found a specific interaction of C11orf83 with the bc1 complex. However, since we observed that C11orf83 comigrated not only with the bc1 complex and III2/IV SC in native gels but also with complex IV, we cannot exclude a transient interaction of C11orf83 with complex IV. A similar case has been recently described for S. cerevisiae. Rcf1p, identified both as an assembly factor for complex IV and as a stabilizing factor of the III2/IV2 SC (21), stably interacts with complex IV and also weakly binds to the bc1 complex (74). Furthermore, since we did not detect C11orf83 in the I/III2/IV SC, we propose that C11orf83 could be involved in the stabilization of the III2/IV SC and be removed when this smaller SC associates with complex I. The formation of the I/III2/IV SC could stabilize the interaction between complexes III2 and IV, rendering C11orf83 stabilizing function redundant and leading to the elimination of this protein from the SC. In the literature, the complex I assembly chaperone mimitin (NDUFAF2) is also described as being transiently used for a specific step of assembly and then released to allow assembly completion (75).

Finally, we showed that C11orf83 was able to bind to CL and to its precursor PA (76). CL is an important IM phospholipid involved in the stabilization of individual ETC complexes and SC (49, 51, 52, 77). Several phospholipid-binding sites were described for the bc1 complex and complex IV, among which some are specific to CL (56, 57, 78). For the bc1 complex, most of these CL sites were identified on the matrix side of the IM bilayer or in the transmembrane domains of proteins like Cyt1p or Cytbp (59, 78). However, interactions of CL with ETC complexes on the IMS leaflet of the IM were previously reported for cytochrome c (79) and for complex IV (57) and might be involved in the formation and stabilization of the III2/IV SC (57). Similarly, we propose that the CL-binding properties of the IMS-protruding C11orf83...
would be involved in the stabilization of III\textsubscript{2}/IV SC, which might explain the reduction of the abundance of III\textsubscript{2}/IV SC observed after C11orf83 depletion. We found that the CL binding of C11orf83 did not require its N-terminal part, responsible for IM targeting and anchoring, but required both α-helices of the IMS part, indicating that they provide a unique tertiary structure suitable for the interaction with CL. Similar observations were reported for the truncated proapoptotic protein tBid, whose CL-binding domain encompasses three helices, H4, H5, and H6 (80). Studies on the composition of the CL binding sites of the RC complexes highlighted that the side chains of positively charged amino acids (lysine and arginine) were frequently involved in electrostatic bonds with CL due to CL’s negative charge (57, 78, 81). Phenylalanine and leucine residues were also found to be involved in CL binding sites of complexes I and III (57). In addition, amino acids which contribute to CL binding are often well conserved over species (78). According to these data, we introduced several mutations in GST-C11orf83 (L24A, K35A, K40A, R55A, and R87A) and assessed the CL binding of these mutated forms. Unfortunately, none of these point mutations impaired the CL binding ability of C11orf83 (data not shown). Additional structural investigations by X-ray crystallography coupled to extensive site-directed mutagenesis studies would be needed to characterize the interaction of C11orf83 with CL at the molecular level.

We noticed that C11orf83-deficient cells presented some features similar to those observed following depletion of proteins involved in CL synthesis. HeLa cells downregulating the CL synthase showed an increased susceptibility to cell death due to an accumulation of free cytochrome c in the IMS of mitochondria with disorganized cristae (82). In these CL synthase-downregulating cells, the level of CL is still detectable and sufficient to sustain a normal OXPHOS. In contrast, lymphoblasts from patients with Barth syndrome (BTHS) (83), a genetic disease caused by mutations in the TAZ gene encoding tafazzin, an enzyme involved in CL maturation, showed severe mitochondrial respiratory deficiencies due to a destabilization of respiratory SC, reduced enzymatic activities of complexes I, III, and IV, and defects in mitochondrial ultrastructure (52, 84). In addition, tissues of BTHS patients and TAZ-deficient cells revealed accumulation of monolysyo-CL (a remodeling intermediate) and an abnormal composition of CL showing a shift to less saturated acyl chains (85, 86). These changes in CL composition are thought to perturb the mitochondrial membrane and cause the disorganized cristae. Although we showed that the total amount of CL was not altered in C11orf83-deficient cells, we did observe a subtle but significant increase in CL species enriched in C\textsubscript{16} fatty acids. The CL acyl chain composition in general is known to vary between organisms and between tissues and cell types within the same organism (87, 88). These differences are thought to have a structural role in membranes and/or allow adaptation against environmental stress (88). Therefore, the changes observed in CL fatty acid composition in the absence of C11orf83 could represent an adaptation of the cell to cope with disorganized cristae and an impaired OXPHOS.

In summary, we identified and characterized C11orf83 as a new factor required for the assembly of the bc\textsubscript{c} complex and for the stabilization of SC, which binds CL and is specifically cleaved by OMA1 upon stress. No obvious ortholog of C11orf83 was found by BLAST analysis in lower eukaryotes. However, a literature review indicated that S. cerevisiae Cbp4p, compared to C11orf83, has the same mitochondrial localization and topology, with an hydrophobic α-helix of around 20 aa (23 for C11orf83 and 22 for Cbp4p) at its N terminus involved in mitochondrial membrane targeting and anchoring (89) and a C-terminal part exposed in the IMS. In addition, C11orf83-deficient human cells and cbp4\Delta mutant yeast strains display identical accumulations of CYC1/Cltp1-containing subcomplexes and similarly reduced steady-state levels of UQCRB/Qcr7p and UQCRQ/Qcr8p, indicating that Cbp4p and C11orf83 have similar implications in the early stages of bc\textsubscript{c} complex assembly (90). Therefore, C11orf83 may be the functional homolog of Cbp4p in humans. During the writing of the manuscript, Wanschers and colleagues proposed that C11orf83, which they renamed UQCC3, would be the human ortholog of Cbp4p. They identified a missense mutation in C11orf83 (Val20Glu) that resulted in the destabilization of the protein in a patient and caused a bc\textsubscript{c} complex deficiency (91). In addition to these findings, we have demonstrated that C11orf83 interacts with the bc\textsubscript{c} complex. Although Kronekova and Rödel observed that Cbp4p-containing complexes comigrated with complex III and weakly with the III\textsubscript{2}/IV SC (90), no interaction between Cbp4p and either the bc\textsubscript{c} complex or complex IV had yet been reported. We also demonstrated that C11orf83 is involved in the SC stabilization and binds to CL, two important features which had never been studied in yeast. Importantly, Wanschers and colleagues reported that cbp4\Delta mutant yeast strains could not be complemented by C11orf83 (91). This result could be due to a low level of sequence similarity between Cbp4p and C11orf83. For example, the RK motif, which we found to be essential for C11orf83 mitochondrial localization (Fig. 1A, E, and H), is present in higher eukaryotes but not in yeast. These variations of sequence may explain the not fully overlapping properties observed between Cbp4p and C11orf83, reflecting the mitochondrial ETC evolutionary differences between S. cerevisiae and Metazoa.
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